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are in upwards motion while only the top quarter is still continuing in the downwards 
motion. Hence one should expect for the phases between oj9 to o-i (roughly centred on 
light-maximum) a doubling of the lines. Further, one should expect that the ultra-violet 
components which represent the lower portion of the reversing layer should increase in 
intensity during this phase interval from zero to the full line intensity, while at the same 
time the red components which represent the upper portion of the reversing layer should 
decrease from the full value to zero. This appears to be in complete agreement with 
Dr Sanford’s.observations on W Virginis which were presented earlier in this symposium. 

Phases 
Fig. 1. The motion of the reversing layer of a cepheid for the extreme case that once each period 

a shock wave passes through the atmosphere. The three curves represent the motions of the top, 
middle, and bottom of the reversing layer, respectively. The motion of each layer abruptly 
changes direction when it is hit by the shock front (represented by the dashed line). 

It is tempting to speculate that the same shock wave which appears to cause the 
doubling of the absorption lines also causes the observed occurrence of emission lines. 
Since presumably the emission lines arise in layers somewhat below the reversing layer 
and since the shock wave should pass these lower layers somewhat before it enters the 
reversing layer, one should expect the emission lines to appear before the absorption 
lines show doubling. This again seems in agreement with Dr Sanford’s observations on 
W Virginis. 

If this shock wave picture as an explanation of the observed line doubling in W Virginis 
is substantiated by future quantitative measurements of line intensities, then new weight 
would be given to the earlier suggestion that the pulsations in the atmospheres of cepheids 
take the form of progressive waves, of which shock waves may represent just an extreme 
case. . 
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